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Integrated Driver Version

7007101

7007102

7007103

Installation Instruction：

—Please read this manual carefully before installation and operate accordingly.

—Strict compliance to this manual can make sure the stable performance and safety, please keep this manual properly.

—The installation must be done by professional qualified electrician.

—Modification and violent usage to the device in any circumstances are not allowed. Any modification or amendment will affact the performance safety and become

dangerous. LiteMatrix will not take any responsibility due to this.

WARNING：IN DOOR USE ONLY！

ATTENTION：PLEASE PUT THIS LAMP ON HORIZONTAL FLAT GROUND WHEN USING. PLEASE DO NOT PUT HEAVY STAFF ON THE LAMP OR BEING COVERED BY

INSULATION MATERIALS.

Form 1- Specs.

Model No. Weight

(kg)

Power

Supply

Type

Housing

Color

7007101

23KG
Integrated

Driver
Black/White7007102

7007103

-EN60598 Regulation：The lateral distance between the surface of

the luminaire and any parts of the building must be no less than

50mm.

- The tilt angle is controlled within ±6° when lamp is standing.

- Installation and usage environment：Ta=25℃。
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Installation- Integrated Driver Version Touching Control Panel Cleaning

1. Please make sure the power switched off before

installation, put on gloves and operate in dry a dry indoor

environment.

Please clean the dirties on the lamp

surface regularly. Please cut off the

power first and use soft cloth only. For

intractable dirt, please use wet soft cloth

with soap or neutral detergent to wipe

clean.

2. Take out the lamp pole(A)，and lamp base(B)， insert the

lamp pole(A) into the base(B) in the direction as picture

below shown. Take out the big wrench(D) and the cylindrical

head screws(C) from the accessories bag; tighten up the

screws as shown in picture below.

Switch Description：

1. Connect the main power, the green power indicator light is on,

which means the lamp is power on. Single touch the Power Switch,

the lamp is On/Off.

2. Single touch the Up Light Control mark, up light will be Off/On.

3. Single touch the Down Light Control mark, down light will be

Off/On.

4. Press the Up Light Control/Down Light Control mark and hold on,

the Up/ Down light becomes brighter and no change until achieve

the max brightness; Remove the finger, press again and hold, the

brightness will decrease till the minimum level.

5. The lamp will memorize the last set-up of brightness when re-start.

Disposal

According to WEEE regulation，the

lighting fixture is not allowed to disposal

with other household electrical

appliances, must be properly deal with or

recycled.

3. Take out the lamp head (E), insert it into the lamp pole(A);

take out the small wrench(F) and the Countersunk head

screws(G) from the accessories bag; tighten up the screws as

shown in picture below.

Intelligent Sensor Mode

Sensor Description：

1. Intelligent Sensor Mode can be switch Off/On and only working

when it’s On.

2. Human presence sensor can detect the movement in an area of

1meter distance. Sensor delay time is 40minutes and beyond that, the

lamp will switch off automatically and switch on with last set-up when

another movement appears.

3. Constant Lux Managing system enable the lamp adjust the light

output automatically according to the surrounding lux level and

maintain the same lux level on the desk all the time.

4. Please make sure the lamp is completely well installed

before connecting the power cable.
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